LOVELY HULA HANDS (key of c)

(vamp twice, d7, g7, c)

C G7 C

LOVELY HULA HANDS, GRACEFUL AS THE BIRDS IN MOTION
GLIDING LIKE THE GULL OVER THE OCEAN

C G7 C

LOVELY HULA HANDS, KOU LIMA NANI E

G7

LOVELY HULA HANDS, TELLING OF THE RAIN IN THE VALLEY

C G7 C

LOVELY HULA HANDS, KOU LIMA NANI E

C7 F

I CAN FEEL THE SOFT CARESSES, OF YOUR HULA HANDS

C7 F

YOUR LOVELY HULA HANDS

A7 D7

EVERY LITTLE MOVE EXPRESSES, SO I'LL UNDERSTAND

G7

ALL THE TENDER MEANINGS

C G7

OF YOUR HULA HANDS, FINGERTIPS THAT SAY ALOHA

C G7 C

SAYING TO ME AGAIN, I LOVE YOU

LOVELY HULA HANDS, KOU LIMA NANI E